Deadbeat Dad
05 June 2017
Says and asks a reader:
If I were a deadbeat parent, I could go home everyday blind drunk, kick the dog, beat the wife and molest
the kids. Never did a day of honest work in my life, and sell drugs and loot for a living.
When I die, I will likely be judged as requiring to re-learn many lessons about god and love, and will be
relegated to dwell with other low-lives with vibration frequency as low as mine. No one would think I had
lived a loving or constructive life.
But if I caused 10 million times the pain and suffering more than the aforementioned person by killing
tens of million of people and burning down a continent of civilisation, then I would be doing God's work
and be judged having lived a successful life by doing the dirty work for the Lord of Kama?
I still don't get it.
Responds The Committee:
Greetings, hello and welcome; you and we are in each other's mind and home. The home of this question
is Heaven, where you are and to where you shall return. We understand the impression and view you have
of this example, to which we say, this is Earth.
You will not be judged, rewarded, punished, lauded, criticized, sanctioned, approved, promoted, prized,
denounced, defrocked, deboned, delighted, decided or derided but by your own hand, mind and
preferences.
To Earth you have gone with a plan, a goal and an objective, the paramount of which is this: to experience
life and give yourself the opportunity of reaction.
The acts of which you speak are of both great importance and meaning and none at all. Upon your return
home, you will see physical abuse, drunkenness and crime as human things.
Blessed are you who have a dog to kick. Fortunate you are among many to have a wife to abuse, a body to
inebriate and a will to make the intoxicant which does it. The blessing of children, the knowledge that
they have chosen you as their caretaker and leader through life, will be known to you in your home of
Heaven in such a way as on Earth it cannot be imagined.
Your question uses Earth density, weights and measures to apply to the value of a human soul; this
measures metres with a yardstick, air in gallons and weight in inches.
The place and role of your soul are not your life on Earth only; your life on Earth adds to your existence
but does not create, value or make it. You already exist in hard and fast ways nothing upon Earth can
change for you.
It is but a human decision to consider sobriety or drunkenness good. It is but a human thing to believe use
of drugs to alter mental states is good. We say not that your decisions need be a certain way, we say that
whichever way you as humans choose, will be your way while you are on Earth.

Departed and gone from your current Earth existence you will see things differently. You might well
conclude the same as now; for suffering in others is not pleasant. The opportunity the suffering presents
however, is.
You learn from pain; pleasure interrupts pain, growth and understanding. We use this word of your
human English as a catch phrase, a coverall when we understand not everything that is a pain is seen as an
affliction. Many words have you for these things; frustration, anxiety, despair, disgust, disappointment,
delight and joy. The coins flip and the sun rises, and the coins lie still as the sun sets. This is life and its
joys, turns and changes, all of which create growth in your soul.
Adolph Hitler did not cause suffering in ten million souls, by virtue or cause of solely his own hand.
There were many perpetrators and victims voluntarily involved. We know the human view says he was
the leader of the crimes. Yes, but one person was he; he could not act in the physical place of those who
acted in his name. Hitler could not physically die in the place of a victim of the regime he led. From the
point-of-view of lives directly extinguished by a man's own hand, we say Adolph Hitler ranks low on the
scale of multiple killer murderers of human societies. The many millions who perished, who were
exterminated and assassinated in his regime and movement, fell to violence created by follower
participants.
Who held what force against the many soldiers of the regime such that each of them would have acted
otherwise, if that force were withdrawn? Very few we say, almost none. The military member unwilling
to act upon order from superiors is quickly found and sent out. Can the responsibility for the Earth human
acts of these military personnel be removed and placed upon the hands and shoulders of another? Is it
human belief to absolve a killer because orders were followed?
What lessons have humanity and mankind learned from the rise and fall of the Nazi regime? Each of you
are free to examine and conclude as you prefer.
What lessons can be learned by a drunken, abusive violent husband? His victim spouse and children?
Should this always be avoided? We are reluctant to address these questions, for arrogance of view would
we commit.
Look not outside yourself for approval, disagreement, denial or rejection that you do not already know
and feel inside.
Doing God's work is this, for you are as much as piece of God as any soul in the universe. God is the
whole, the entirety of the connections between all things, and because of this, s/he is great, large and
powerful. Just as strong cloth is powerful because of the many, many small, tiny and srong threads woven
into the fabric. Unlike cloth upon Earth, your place in the fabric of the universe is voluntary and
permanent. You cannot leave what is part of you. Just as you cannot divorce your parents, claim your
biological children were not seeded by or born to you, you cannot depart from what you are. Because of
this, you have complete and absolute freedom to act as you prefer, do what you choose, go where you
wish and be what you are.
On Earth this freedom of permanence does not operate; notions of ex-communication abound. The
strength derived from exclusion of membership, on Earth, of the notions of exclusivity, these originate in
the temporary nature of your existence on Earth. Once your permanence is again within your
comprehension of yourself, these ideas of membership, exclusion, clans, groups and affiliations fade
quickly.

Against this reality of your soul, neither the bad husband father of this example nor the leader of the Nazis
is better or worse than another. On Earth, where the zero sum game operates to our great dismay, the
numbers of lives lost or gained are chosen by humans to represent a mathematical total and thus value,
much as bushels of wheat might be.
Human life is only a temporary visit of the permanent, everlasting thing you call your soul. What happens
to, by, with and for a human life is likewise temporary, its effects suspended when the human ceases
functioning.
Upon your return to Heaven, you will see Hitler forgiven just as you will see your trespasses set aside as
suggesting retribution, revenge, punishment or redress. Some of this pokes through into your religions;
we choose one from the background of your medium, a key prayer or message from the one to another,
which says to "…forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against us…"
The opportunity the millions of lost lives received, in order to congratulate the souls of their Nazi killers
upon reunification in Heaven, was an event along the one course of Earth existence which rarely comes
and shall not come to pass again. We suggest not and never that upon Earth these things were good; what
we say is the other side of the coin unseen by the human hand & person exists still, invisible to the many
of you but for our words on this subject.
Belief will have few humans, that simple words can mean what we suggest, to which we respond yes, this
is the human choice and we admire the convictions held by the many who have travelled to Earth to
experience the condition of not travelling to Earth, to vehemently deny what fits not their beliefs and
ideas. This is masterful, for focus and objective are difficult to achieve otherwise.
S/he who abuses his or her family on Earth in the human way, is human, meets human consequences
derived from human ideas practices, responses and reactions. Hitler might have given instructions which
ended millions of lives, but he likewise delegated this authority far into members of his regime. Absolve
them also of the responsibility of their decisions should we? To end the life of a perpetrator is deemed the
ultimate punishment, however how can the lives of many be equalized by the erasure of one? The loss of
life by one is likewise erased by the ending of the life of one. What is called capital punishment. This
means mathematically 1 = 1 and 5,346,285 = 1.
The many inside the Nazi regime took away their own lives to escape Earthly consequences of their acts,
delivering themselves into the loving arms of their victims, no differently than would have happened in
any manner or timing of their death. They might have sought to escape but realized nearly immediately,
there was little to escape and no change to the outcome of what came to be.
Incarcerate the abuser of his wife and children for long years, and upon his release from restraint his
family will no longer be as it was. Someday all will die, for the human who lives forever has not been
invented. Remove time and human value from the equation - what departure from the dense
dimensionalities of Earth will do - and there will be no change, alteration or disruption to the encounter
between the souls of the former husband, wife and children who once lived together as a family upon
Earth.
This abuse is not labeled God's work in the way Hitler's scheme might be, to which we say, all of what
each of you do is God's work, for all of you are God. There is no male patriarchal figure whose mind and
manner reign supreme over you, with authority to mete out reward or reprisal. These may well happen but
always by your own hand, never imposed by a force outside your influence, a force you cannot control.

In Heaven there are no arrests, indictments, trials or executions of sentence. There are no fines or civil
judgments against any of you. You serve as jury to your own acts; surrounded always if you please, with
other souls who will help and assist you to see the effects of your ways.
This is not to say that all entities in Heaven and your permanent life - what humans have misnamed the
afterlife, because your life does not come after your life, it is permanent and continuous - are good. Your
ability to hold values and judgments about them remain and expand. Awareness inflates like a balloon the
size of Earth, encompassing all things you might want to know.
Against this understanding, the malice of Adolph Hitler can be compared, juxtaposed, contrasted and
judged with the husband abuser drunk. The objectives of the many lives involved in either circumstance
can be weighed against the achievements, failures and most of all, above all always, the lessons learned
and understood from these things. In this way, the mathematical measurement of human lives and the
growth to the human's soul are seen as Earth density properties which do not apply.
Hitler doing God's work is not more or less God's work than the good father, husband and person. The
effects of the acts, the reactions of the humans and the sum total of all are what meaning and purpose
exist.
We suggest never that Adolph Hitler was a good thing for humanity yet we say, the lessons learned by all
were a great thing for the universe. Just as great or greater will be the lives of the family abused by its
husband, different as they seem on Earth.
If you choose to disagree, and still say that you do not get it, we send our deepest congratulations. It is
you who do not see these things, you who leads the most beneficial and beneficent life on Earth, you who
shine light of love into the hearts of all who surround you, you who brighten the darkness which might
overcome, whelm and ride your loved ones.
Be well wish you all again. Do return when you like.

